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Abstract 

 

 Manual Alignment of IVS Sequences and Its Implication in RNA 

Multiple Sequence Alignment  

 

Yanan Jiang, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Daniel P. Miranker, Robin R. Gutell 

 

Abstract: It is recognized that an iterative comparative analysis of large-scale 

homologous RNAs significantly promote the understanding of an RNA family.  The 

Gutell lab is renowned for maintaining high quality RNA sequence alignments and 

accurately predicted RNA secondary structures using this approach. While the current 

available alignment and structure data are mainly obtained by trained domain experts 

with extensive manual effort, it is highly desired that this process is automated and 

replicable given the exponentially growing number of RNA sequence data and the 

amount of time required for expert training. In this thesis, we learn the processes involved 

in comparative analysis by manually aligning a non-coding RNA family, IVS sequences, 

with the supervision of Dr. Gutell. Each process is then simulated by mathematical 

objective functions and algorithms. We also evaluate the current available RNA analysis 

packages that aim each of the processes. Finally, a new RNA sequence alignment 

algorithm incorporating structure information that can be extended for different 

alignment tasks is proposed. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

This thesis concerns the automation of RNA sequence alignment and structure 

prediction by studying the manual alignment procedure adopted by biologists. Substantial 

evidence indicates that RNA molecules play significant, diverse and complicated roles in 

the production and regulation of all living organisms. The functionality of a RNA 

molecule is largely determined by its structure. An important task in the bioinformatics 

field is to analyze large number of RNA sequences. Although many approaches exist for 

RNA structure prediction, comparative sequence analysis is widely used by biologists 

due to its high accuracy and reliability. While the majority of the high quality alignments 

are used to be assembled and maintained by manual effort, it is necessary and urgent to 

automate the alignment process given the exponentially growing number of RNA 

sequences and the essential roles they play. 

To learn the manual procedure used by domain expert in comparative sequence 

analysis, a non-coding RNA family IVS (Intervening Sequence) is selected as an 

example. IVS is the bacterial non-coding RNA which may regulate the ribosomal RNA 

maturation and function. The objective and criteria in each step of the sequence analysis 

practice from both a biological and a computational view is elaborated. Given a 

considerable number of computational programs exist for sequence analysis task, the 

functionality and fitness of biological criteria of some programs are examined.  

The performances of several widely used sequence-based alignment programs are 

also evaluated. While some of them can achieve high alignment quality for conserved 

sequences, all programs have difficulty in aligning sequences that are more variable. 

Thus alignment programs that incorporate additional information are necessary to 

improve alignment quality. In this situation, a new RNA sequence alignment program 
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incorporating RNA secondary structure information is proposed. The performance of the 

program is good under evaluation and is promising for large scale RNA sequence 

analysis. 

This chapter presents the background information that motivates this thesis work. 

It starts with the introduction to non-coding RNA and the computational methods for 

RNA structure prediction. The success of comparative sequence analysis and the 

demands for an automated pipeline to align RNA sequences and predict secondary 

structures are then identified. Finally some of the current alignment programs are 

reviewed.  

NON-CODING RNAS 

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are functional transcripts which are not translated 

into proteins. Some well-known examples, such as ribosomal, transfer and spliceosomal 

RNAs have critical and central roles which have been recognized since the dawn of the 

molecular biology.  However, the study of the full spectrum ncRNA functions and 

members have not received enough attention until the discoveries of microRNAs[1] and 

small interfering RNAs [2]in the last two decades. A growing body of ncRNAs with 

various sequence lengths has been identified since then and demonstrates that ncRNAs 

play unexpectedly significant, diverse and complicated roles in all living organism, from 

regulation of gene expression and epigenetic processes to genome defense. Though the 

number and diversity of ncRNAs remain largely unknown[3], increasing evidence points 

that the current identified ncRNA families may only be the tip of the iceberg[4].  

RNA STRUCTURE PREDICTION 

It is well established that RNA structure is essential for the function of non-

coding RNAs. Studies and predictions of RNA secondary structure can provide valuable 
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information and basis to understand its tertiary structure. Two folding paradigms exist for 

RNA structure prediction, thermodynamics approach and comparative sequence analysis 

approach. 

Thermodynamic Approach 

This approach predicts the RNA structures from a single sequence. It is based on 

the hypothesis that the RNA molecules adopt the thermodynamically most stable 

structures. One straightforward method is to find the RNA structure with the general 

minimum Gibbs free energy (MFE) computed under nearest-neighbor model where the 

energy parameters are determined by experiments[5]. Programs such as Mfold[6] and 

RNAfold[7] implement the MFE model. Due to our limited knowledge of 

thermodynamic parameters and thermodynamic rules, the prediction accuracy for MFE-

based methods is low. For instance, Mfold has average prediction accuracies between 

20%-60% for 16S rRNA and 23S rRNA and 71% for 5S rRNA[8]. 

Comparative Sequence Analysis 

Comparative sequence analysis interprets the structural, functional and 

evolutionary constraints on RNA molecules from the results of nature’s successful 

experiments. It relies on the assumption that the homologous RNA primary sequences 

can fold into similar secondary and tertiary structures which are conserved over 

evolution. This structure conservation is represented in the compensatory base changes in 

the base-pairing region, which can be statistically detected by covariation analysis of 

properly aligned sequences with enough amount of diversity.   

Comparative sequence analysis approaches first align multiple RNA sequences 

and then infer a consensus secondary structure based on results of the sequence 

alignment. In those approaches, the coordinated base substitutions, i.e., covariations are 
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detected and measured by mutual information. After the initial secondary structure model 

is proposed, each new RNA sequence is compared to the existing model to validate the 

base pairs in the model and determine the new secondary structure. The inferred 

secondary structure model is iteratively refined as new sequences become available. This 

approach has been highly successful, for instance, the predicted 16S and 23S rRNA 

structure models from manually assembled sequence alignments are 98% accurate 

compared with their crystal structures[9]. 

A challenge posing for comparative analysis method in structure prediction is the 

accuracy is largely dependent on the quality of the initial sequence alignment. Low 

conservation in non-coding RNA primary sequences limits the alignment accuracy or 

even makes it unrealistic.  

CURRENT ALIGNMENT PROGRAMS 

The core problem for comparative analysis is creating accurate multiple sequence 

alignments over a large set of RNA sequences. RNA sequence alignment is mapping the 

relationship between nucleotides in a set of RNA sequences. Analyzing sequence 

alignment enables biologist to perform phylogeny analysis, predict secondary structure of 

a RNA family, compare sequences to reveal functional sites and search sequences in 

databases. 

Alignment programs targeting different problems have been developed recently. 

Based on the number of sequences, there are pairwise alignment programs and multiple 

sequence alignment programs (MSA). Based on the utilized information, programs can 

be divided into sequence-based alignment, structure-based alignment and alignment 

incorporating phylogeny information. According to the existence of the initial alignment, 
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programs can be grouped into de novo alignment and template-based alignment. The 

details of each type of alignment programs will be reviewed in Chapter four. 

OVERVIEW 

In this thesis, the procedure of comparative sequence analysis is learned by 

secondary structure prediction of a new non-coding RNA, IVS sequences. The current 

sequence analysis programs target each step of the pipeline are reviewed. A 

comprehensive evaluation of latest sequence-based alignment programs is performed. 

Finally, a fast and accurate pairwise alignment algorithm utilizing the structure 

information is proposed. The main contributions of this thesis are: 

1. Studied the procedure and criteria of comparative sequence analysis from 

domain experts using IVS as an example. Generated putative structure models 

of IVS flanking 23S rRNA. 

2. Evaluated the current sequence analysis programs and their fitness in each 

step of the manual procedure. 

3. Proposed a new scoring matrix to evaluate alignment quality and the 

evaluation is performed over certain range of sequence identity. 

4. Proposed a new algorithm utilizing a divide and conquer strategy to match 

structure motifs and perform a constraint sequence alignment. This algorithm 

is evaluated to be fast and accuracy compared with other programs. 
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Chapter Two:  Manual Alignment of IVS Sequences 

Given the significance of modeling non-coding RNA structures and the rapidly 

growing number of RNA sequences, it is highly demanded that an automated pipeline for 

comparative sequence analysis is designed. This chapter presents the procedure of 

comparative sequence analysis learned from domain experts by virtue of a bacterial non-

coding RNA family, IVSs (Intervening Sequences). The following sections detail the 

motivation of choosing IVS as a learning model, the biological criteria of each step 

during comparative analysis and the putative RNA structure models predicted using this 

approach. 

INTRODUCTION TO IVS  

In prokaryotes there are three different ribosomal RNAs, 5S, 16S and 23S rRNA. 

These rRNAs are cotranscribed from a single ribosomal operon, which is a transcriptional 

unit. The rRNAs are contiguous and the genes are transcribed into a single precursor 

RNA beginning at the promoter and ending at the terminator. The precursor RNA is then 

cleaved to make the mature rRNAs. The transfer RNA (tRNAs) also resides in the 

ribosomal operon in some bacteria and their copy number and the relative locations to 

rRNAs vary. Figure 2.1 shows the ribosomal operons (rrn) in Escherichia coli, all E.coli 

rrn contains one copy of 16S and 23S rRNA, but the number of 5S rRNA and the types 

of tRNAs also vary. The spacer region between the promoters, rRNAs, tRNAs and 

terminators are called intervening sequences (IVSs), they are spliced out during rRNA 

operon maturation by Dicer (involved in miRNA formation) related RNase III and other 

endonucleases. 
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Figure 2.1:   Bacterial ribosomal operons and IVS sequences[10]. 

As shown in Figure 2.2, the IVSs flanking the 16S and 23S rRNAs form base-

paired stems enclosing the sequence of the mature rRNAs. This feature extends to most 

though not all bacteria[10].  It is likely that IVSs involve in the regulation of 

transcription and processing. There has been evidence that part of the eukaryotic version 

of the IVS, named ITS, form a microRNA that hybridizes to the rRNA and this 

microRNA changes the conformation of the rRNA structure[11].  

The study of IVS secondary structures is thus very intriguing to uncover the IVS 

functions in rRNA operon processing. One characteristic of IVS sequences is that they 

are more variable than rRNAs. This feature poses additional challenge for IVS sequence 

analysis. 
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Figure 2.2:   Schematic of the structure of an rrn operon and processing steps for 

rRNAs[10]. The line in red indicate the mature 16S rRNA, line in yellow 

represents the mature 23S rRNA, the line in orange represents the 5S rRNA 

and the tRNAs are represented by green lines. The blue parts represent the 

location of IVSs. The numbers indicate the positions of the processing 

cleavages.  

IVS DATA 

Until May 2010, there are 988 bacterial whole genome sequences in NCBI 

GenBank. The sequencing data was parsed and 2576 rRNA operons were retrieved and 

sorted by NCBI taxonomy. Based on the arrangement of rRNAs and tRNAs in the rRNA 

operon, over 1000 categories are assigned to IVSs. This thesis mainly focuses on the 

category that has two tRNAs between 16S and 23S, that is, the rRNA operon is organized 

as 16S-tRNA-tRNA-23S-5S. The Gammaproteobacteria class under Proteobacteria 

phylum is chosen since it has most IVS sequences (400 sequences) under that category. 

Only the IVS segments flanking 23S rRNAs are studied. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The comparative sequence analysis approach was applied to predict the secondary 

structures of IVS. This approach starts with de novo multiple sequence alignment of some 

chosen sequences with little or no high-order structural information. Covariation analysis 

is then applied to reveal the base pairings based on the alignment. More sequences are 

then added to the existing alignment and the structure model is further validated and 

refined. The process iterates as more sequences become available.  

Phylogenetic Grouping 

The analysis requires a set of sequences to begin with. On one hand, the 

sequences should be similar enough so that they can be reliably aligned up. On the other 

hand, the sequences should also contain variability so that the correlated base pair 
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changes can be detected. The similarities of sequences are highly related with their 

phylogenetic distances. Given the phylogenetic information of IVS is known, it was used 

as a way to select the IVS sequences. If this information is unknown, computational 

methods that cluster sequences based on sequence similarity can be used.  

The IVS sequences are more variable than rRNA in general. More specifically, 

the IVS sequences are highly conserved within a small phylogenetic group and 

hypervariable between two groups in most regions of the sequence. One exception is the 

helix region directly flanking 23S which is about 22nt long on both strands where 

sequences are relatively similar with closed related groups (Figure 2.3). As an example, 

the comparative sequence analysis in this region is illustrated. The sequences from two 

species, Escherichia coli and Erwini tasmaniensis are chosen in this step. 

Initial Alignment 

Without much high-order structural information, de novo multiple sequence 

alignments are applied to the selected group of sequences. Since a dozen of MSA 

programs have been developed, this step is automated. Based on an evaluation of 

sequence-based MSA programs (Chapater 4), Mafft-L-INS-I shows good performance 

both in accuracy and speed for sequences with above 50% identity. This program is used 

to perform an initial alignment (Figure 2.3). 

The alignment generated by programs can be reviewed and refined by manual 

effort. This involves shifting sequences in error prone region in an alignment editor. 

Errors in highly conserved region are easier to be identified while those in the 

hypervariable region may not be corrected until the structure information is available. 

Alignments generated from different programs can also be used as comparisons to adjust 

alignment in the highly variable regions. 
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Figure 2.3:   Alignment of the IVS helix flanking 23S from the Escherichia coli 

and Erwini tasmaniensis species. The sequences are identical of the same species. 

Structure Prediction from Alignment 

Once we are confident of the alignment, the covariation analysis is preformed to 

identify the base paired columns with a high likelihood. This is achieved primarily by 

computing mutual information of any two columns, which measures the mutual 

dependency between two columns.  

    (   )  ∑  (     )    
 (     )

 (  )  (  )   ,  

where f(Mi) is the base frequency of base M at position i, f(Nj) is the base frequency of 

base N at position j, and f(Mi,Nj) is the base pair frequency for Mi:Nj. 

The higher the MIXY score, the more dependent are the two columns. If the two 

columns are independent, the MIXY score is zero. It worth noting that high MIXY score 

does not necessarily mean a good base pair, since it only measures the variability without 

considering the low probability of non-canonical base pairs. Thus additional thresholds 

are needed to filter out negative positive base paired columns. High thresholds of the 

percentage of canonical base pair (A:U, G:C, G:U, C:G, U:A, U:G) and an empirical 
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purity score which measures percentage of canonical base pair covariation are also used 

in addition to high MIXY score threshold. 

The generated list of base pair column indices serve as the nucleation points for 

potential helices. Since covariation analysis can only detect variation, helices that are 

highly conserved will be neglected. Thus a Helix Extension program developed by Lei 

Shang is used to find the relative conserved base pair region that nucleates from the high 

potential base pair regions identified by MIXY. A rough RNA secondary structure model 

can then be built based on evidence from covariation and helix extension.  

Adding New Sequences and Refine Structure Model 

As new sequences from the same RNA family are available, they can be appended 

to the existing alignment and the previous structure model can be validated and refined. 

This is an iterative process which repeats the previous steps. The new sequences can be 

appended to the existing alignment using different approaches. When the existing 

alignment is small and the new sequences belong to a different phylogeny group, de novo 

alignment can be performed for the new sequences and then merge with the existing 

alignment. As the existing alignment contains more diverse sequences, new sequences 

can be aligned up with more similar sequences in the template. In addition, since some 

knowledge of the secondary structure information is already gained, the new sequences 

can be aligned up with the existing alignment using a template and structure-based 

alignment approach.  

After new diverse sequences are aligned, the secondary structure model needs to 

be validated using the same covariation and helix extension approach. Alignment can be 

further refined based on the improved secondary structure model. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The iterative comparative sequence analysis approach is applied to align the IVS 

sequences flanking 23S rRNA in Gammaproteobacteria. Although the IVS sequences are 

highly variable, they are more conserved in the long helix directly flanking 23S rRNA. 

The alignment in that region is reliable and the same structure model applies for most 

bacteria IVS. Several putative secondary structures of small phylogeny groups are 

generated. Besides the long helix, IVS can also form some species specific local helices 

(Figure 2.5).  

 

Figure 2.4:   Alignment of the IVS helix flanking 23S from the 

Gammaproteobacteria class. The secondary structure is represented by dot brackets in the 

first line, where a dot indicates a gap and a pair of opening and closing brackets indicates 

a base pair. The vertical bar in the first line represents the 3’ end of the IVS upstream of 

the 23S rRNA and the 5’ end of the IVS downstream of the 23S rRNA. 
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Figure 2.5:   Putative E.coli secondary structure of IVS flanking 23S rRNA. 

The future work would involve aligning the entire bacterial IVS sequences in 

more conserved region in all categories. The alignment in the hypervariable regions is 

difficult since not enough sequence similarity can be used. As more bacterial genomes 

being sequenced, new sequences may fill in the gaps and reveal a gradually evolved 

pattern. It would also be interesting to search for the compensatory base pairings between 

the rRNA sequences and the IVS sequences as evidence for the involvement of IVS in 

rRNA processing. 
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Chapter Three:  Comparative Sequence Analysis Automation 

An automated pipeline of comparative sequence alignment program is highly 

demanded due to the exponentially growing number of RNA sequences and the important 

roles they play. The procedure and criteria of the comparative analysis are learned by 

virtue of IVS sequences in the previous chapter.  Given a number of RNA sequence 

analysis programs have been developed, it worthwhile to review their specific objective 

and their fitness into the automated pipeline. This chapter reviews several current 

sequence analysis programs with different tasks and the fitness of their mathematical 

objectives into the biological objectives. 

SEQUENCE CLUSTERING 

The more similar the sequences are, the more likely that the alignment quality will 

be high. It was also suggested that the accuracy of a multiple alignment of distantly 

related sequences is improved if they are aligned together with a number of their 

homologues[12], because the information from many sequences is expected to reduce the 

‘noise’. Thus clustering sequences into groups by either sequence similarity or phylogeny 

information and align each group is the starting point in comparative sequence analysis.  

The traditional way to cluster unlabeled sequences it by generating a rough guide 

tree using UPGMA or neighbor-joining algorithm. The UPGMA (unweighted pair group 

method with arithmetic mean) is a hierarchical clustering method which assumes the 

evolution rate is constant[13]. The neighbor joining algorithm is based on the minimum-

evolution criterion and does not assume a constant evolution rate[14]. Although their 

running time is polynomial, both algorithms require the similarity of any two sequences 

and thus O(N
2
) pairwise alignment. The computational cost is high for clustering a large 

number of sequences. 
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Katoh etc [15]developed an approximate divisive clustering algorithm, PartTree, 

to construct a guide tree with an average time complexity of O(N log N). The loss of 

accuracy in MSA caused by this approximation was estimated to be several percent in 

benchmark testing. 

DE NOVO ALIGNMENT 

The initial alignment is produced using a de novo sequence-based alignment 

programs in most cases. The pairwise sequence alignment applies the dynamic 

programming approach with a nucleotide substitution scoring matrix and a gap penalty 

model. The multiple sequence alignment can be built progressively from pairwise 

alignments using a guide tree generated by a sequence clustering algorithm, such as 

ClustalW[16] and T-coffee[17]. One disadvantage of progressive approach is that the 

errors are accumulating without any chance to go back and correct. The iterative 

approach optimizes an objective function based on a selected alignment scoring method. 

It first assembles an initial alignment and then realigns sequence subsets.  

The most successful sequence alignment program Mafft[18] applies the iterative 

refinement approach. Instead of applying the widely used sum-of-pairs score which is 

inappropriate when the sequences are not phylogenetically evenly distributed. It 

optimizes the weighted sum-of-pairs score in which the weights given to individual 

sequence pairs are adjusted to compensate for the biased contributions[19]. This enables 

Mafft to generate alignments with high accuracy.  

STRUCTURE PREDICTION FROM ALIGNMENT 

In the typical comparative sequence analysis, the secondary structures are 

detected by covariation analysis using mutual information calculation from an alignment 

with high confidence (Chapter Two). A more sensitive and selective approach for 
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covariation analysis utilizes the coevolutional rates among pairs of nucleotides positions 

using phylogenetic relationship[20].  In this approach, a higher score of covariations that 

occur more frequently during the evolution of the RNA sequences is assigned.  

Bindewald[21] predicted the consensus structure from an alignment using a 

network of k-nearest neighbor classifiers. It uses the feature derived from alignment such 

as mutual information and the RNAfold consensus probability matrix as feature vector 

and classifies a pair of nucleotide columns as base paired or non-base paired.  

TEMPLATE-BASED ALIGNMENT 

This step mainly requires template-based alignment programs. Sequence-based 

template alignment programs such as Greengene[22] and Silva[23] are not very accurate 

when sequence similarity is low (evaluation results not shown here). INFERNAL[24] 

builds SCFG covariance models (CMs) to model RNA consensus sequence and structures 

from a multiple sequence alignment with annotated secondary structure model. The SSU-

ALIGN software builds the CMs model from the rRNA seed alignments in CRW Site. 

Each new sequence is aligned independently with the statistical profile model using a 

dynamic programming algorithm. The position-specific scoring matrix is derived from 

the nucleotide distribution in the seed alignment, the use of which increases the alignment 

accuracy. An evaluation of several template-based alignment programs show that SSU-

Align achieves favorable results over Greengene and Silva (data not shown here).  
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Chapter Four:  Evaluation of Sequence-based Alignment Programs 

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) programs have been developed to automate 

the process of manual sequence alignment. With dozens of MSA programs available, 

claiming to be the most accurate and speedy, biologists face the problem of which 

program to choose from for a specific test set. Although the program performances are 

evaluated in numerous publications, the benchmark and the scoring method they use are 

limited. This chapter focuses on the evaluation of a few latest sequence-based MSA 

programs on test sets with a range of sequence percent identity. New test sets from well 

maintained CRW alignment are created and a new scoring method is proposed to 

evaluate the alignment quality.  

MSA PROGRAMS UNDER EVALUATION 

Twelve MSA programs were installed and were able to generate processable 

output. The programs include Mafft[25], Muscle[26], BlockMSA[27], probconsRNA, 

probcons[28], psalign_probcons[29], PCMA[30], Kalign[31], Prank[32], SATe[33], R-

Coffee[34] and ClustalW[16]. The latest versions of most programs are installed on a 

Solaris 10 server, while SATe is a windows GUI version installed on a Windows server. 

Tests of R-coffee and ClustalW were performed on web server. 

For Mafft (v 6.240), the default method (speed-oriented, FFT-NS-2) and four 

accuracy-oriented methods (L-INS-i, G-INS-i, E-INS-i and Q-INS-i) were tested. For T-

Coffee, the R-Coffee mode was used and Mafft was chosen as the multiple sequence 

alignment method. For SATe, Mafft was chosen as the aligner, Muscle as the merger, the 

number of subproblems was set at 20 and the time limit was 0.2h. The default settings are 

applied for the other programs.  

http://www.tcoffee.org./
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw2/index.html
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SCORING METHODS 

The scoring methods to profile an alignment and the methods to evaluate a 

program generated alignment compared with the gold standard reference alignment are 

presented here. 

Measurement of an Alignment 

Sequence percent identity (SPID) 

The number of match nucleotides (match) is determined by comparing 

nucleotides from two sequences in the same position. This is then divided by the number 

of aligned positions including gaps (count). seqPID = 100*match/count. 

Match percent identity (MPID) 

Overlap is determined by the number of aligned residue pairs, i.e., identities and 

non-identities (exclude gaps, if any). This is then divided by the number of aligned 

positions including gaps (count). strPID = 100*overlap/count. 

Indel Percentage (indelPct) 

The number of gaps in an ungapped alignment divided by the number of aligned 

positions including gaps. 

Consensus Count 

A measurement for column conservation computed without identifying a 

reference alignment. Given a threshold, a consensus sequence represents each column of 

an alignment with the majority character in that column. Specifically the major 

character’s percentage in the column should be greater or equal to the given threshold. 

The consensus sequence represents a column with a gap if the major character’s 

percentage in that column is less than the specified threshold. After obtaining the 
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consensus sequence in an alignment, the Consensus Count is the number of non-gap 

residues within the consensus sequence. It's then divided by the number of ungapped 

coloumns in the alignment. It measures the vertical conservation in an alignment[27].  

Measurement of alignment quality based on a reference alignment 

Sum-of-Pairs Score (SPS) 

An accuracy metric for a multiple alignment relative to a reference alignment 

based on the number of correctly aligned residue pairs summed over all pairs of 

sequences. It ranges from 0 (no agreement) to 1 (complete agreement). It was first 

introduced by the BAliBASE benchmark[35] and has been used for most MSA program 

evaluation.  

Alignment Accuracy 

The number of residues correctly placed in each sequence is determined by 

comparison with the corresponding reference. This is then divided by the total number of 

residues in the sequence to give a percentage score for the sequence. Scores for each 

sequence are averaged to measure the accuracy of the query alignment. This score can 

also be considered as the percentage identity between the reference sequence and the 

query sequence. 

Adjusted Test Alignment 

The SPS and alignment accuracy compare the reference and test sequence pair 

wisely, which can cause a problem when the test sequence is shifted, as most programs 

do. In this case, the compared nucleotides are not corresponding. To solve this problem, 

we adjusted the reference and test alignments in the following way (Figure 4.1): given a 

test alignment with N sequences, we pick a sequence i (i ranges from 1 to N), comparing 

it column by column with reference sequence i, whenever there is a mismatch, gaps are 
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inserted in either sequences. The left N-1 sequences in the test alignment are kept in 

register with the test sequence i, while the left sequences in the test alignment are not 

changed. The alignment accuracy and sum-of-pairs scores are then calculated based on 

the reference alignment. Sequences in the test alignment are adjusted in turn, each time 

the alignment accuracy and sum-of-pairs scores are calculated based on the reference 

alignment. Finally, the scores are averaged, Adjusted SPS (SPS') and Adjusted 

Alignment accuracy (AAA') are generated for the test alignment. 

 

Figure 4.1:   Cartoon representation of alignment adjustment and the adjusted alignment 

accuracy score. Cells in green indicate the nucleotides are aligned correctly 

(counted as 1), cells with the same color indicate they should have been 

aligned up (misalignment, counted as 0).  

TEST SETS 

Nineteen test sets are created using the well curated tRNA, 5S rRNA, 16S rRNA 

and 23S rRNA alignments from CRW Site[36]. The sequences are widely distributed 
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across all phylogeny (Figure 4.2) to include a large range of sequence diversity (Figure 

4.3). The sequence identity (SPID), match identity (MPID), indel percentage (indelPct) 

and consensus count at 7% level for each test set are summarized in table 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.2:   The percentage of sequences from different origin in the 16S rRNA 

dataset.  BAC, bacteria; ARC, archae; EUK, eukaryote; CHL, chloroplast; 

MIT, mithochondria. 

 

Figure 4.3:   Histogram of the number of sequence pairs with a certain pairwise 

sequence percent identity in 5S rRNA dataset. The dataset covers the 

sequence identity from 5% up to 100%. 
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Table 4.1:    The test sets used for evaluation and their profile statistics. MPID, match 

percent identity; SPID, sequence percent identity; indelPct, indel 

percentage; CC (70%) consensus count at 70% level. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For each test set, using the raw data (removed all gaps) as input, 16 different 

settings from 12 programs are executed and their running time are recorded. The output 

alignment for each program is evaluated by Adjusted Alignment Accuracy score. 

Score Method Evaluation 

To test how well the scores can measure the quality of the alignment, a simple 

pairwise alignment is created. It's composed of two 16S rRNA sequences, one is the 

E.coli reference sequence, the other is 69% identical with the reference. Mafft-E-INS-i is 

used to align the raw alignment. The scoring methods are applied to four test sets: (1) the 

reference alignment; (2) the output from Mafft-E-INS-i; (3) the aligned E.coli sequence 

by mafft with the other sequence unaligned and (4) the raw alignment (Figure 2). Thus, 

the alignment quality should be, 1>2>3>4. 

As shown in Table 4.2, the consensus count can correctly represents the alignment 

quality, with the reference having the highest score and the raw alignment having the 
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lowest score. The AAA score shows that test set 3 is better aligned than test set 2, which 

is not the case. SPS is also not reliable since there is a sharp drop between set 1 and set 2 

although set 2 is assessed as well aligned by visual inspection. The SPS and alignment 

accuracy score based on the adjusted alignment show good results since they both can 

differentiate a good alignment from a low quality alignment. For simplicity, only the 

adjusted alignment accuracy score (AAA’) is used for the following evaluation. 

 

Table 4.2:    Alignment assessment scoring matrices evaluation. 

Program Performance Assessment 

Alignment Quality 

The program alignment quality is evaluated within a 10% sequence identity range 

(Figure 4.4-4.7). The quality of the raw input alignment is also evaluated to serve as the 

baseline.  

An observation from the plots is that in general, the shorter the sequences to be 

aligned and the higher the sequence percent identity, the higher the program accuracy. 

Most programs can achieve > 90% accuracy when the sequence pair identity is above 

80%, and > 80% accuracy with sequence pair identity between 70% and 80%, regardless 

of the molecule type of the sequence. When the sequence pair identity is less than 70%, 

the gaps between performances of different programs widen. This is the situation when 

researchers should carefully choose a program for their data set. Most program accuracies 

drop to < 50% as the sequence pair identity is less than 40%. 
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Programs such as Mafft (E-INS-I, G-INS-I, L-INS-I) and SATe can maintain the 

alignment accuracy around 20% when the sequence pair identity is less than 10%. Mafft 

and SATe rank consistently high among all programs in all the test sets. 

 

Figure 4.4:   The average adjusted alignment accuracy score over a 10% sequence 

identity range in the tRNA dataset. Pink indicates the AAA’ score is less 

than 50; blue indicates the AAA’ score is bewteen 80 and 90; green colors 

the AAA’ score above 90. 
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Figure 4.5:   The average adjusted alignment accuracy score over a 10% sequence 

identity range in the 5S rRNA dataset. 
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Figure 4.6:   The average adjusted alignment accuracy score over a 10% sequence 

identity range in the 16S rRNA dataset. 
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Figure 4.7:   The average adjusted alignment accuracy score over a 10% sequence 

identity range in the 23S rRNA dataset. 

Program Running Time 

The program running time for each test set is recorded using time command in 

Solaris 10. Since T-Coffee and ClustalW are ran on the web server, their running time is 

not recorded. As shown in Figure 4.8, Mafft-Q-INS-I, Prank, Probcons, ProbconsRNA 

and BlockMSA are computationally expensive, while Kalign, Mafft-FFT-NS2 are much 

faster in speed. The running time grows as the sequence length increases. 
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Figure 4.8:   The program running time in all datasets. 

As a summary, this evaluation assesses the alignment quality based on the 

sequence pairs instead of the entire alignment, which enables evaluation of the program 

performance over a given sequence identity. It would be interesting to evaluate the 

alignment based on different indel length and type and the phylogeny topology of the 

sequences. We propose a scoring matrix that adjusts the alignment according to the 

reference alignment to compensate the different alignment sizes. While this method is 

validated empirically, more statistical analysis on the scoring matrices need to be 

performed. It would also be valuable to create a single scoring matrix to measure 

alignment quality with/without the reference alignment. Some initial thoughts include 

evaluate the alignment quality vertically using consensus count, have local and global 

scores that measure the horizontal alignment quality to detect the error-prone region. It 

would also be useful to include secondary structure into the scoring matrix if the 

information is available. 
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Chapter Five: R-PASS: A Fast Structure-based RNA Sequence 

Alignment Algorithm 

This chapter presents a fast pairwise RNA sequence alignment method using 

structural information, named R-PASS (RNA Pairwise Alignment of Structure and 

Sequence), which shows good accuracy on sequences with low sequence identity and 

significantly faster than alternative methods. The method begins by representing RNA 

secondary structure as a set of structure motifs. The motifs from two RNAs are then used 

as input into a bipartite graph-matching algorithm, which determines the structure 

matches. The matches are then used as constraints in a constrained dynamic 

programming sequence alignment procedure.  The R-PASS method has an O(kh) time 

complexity, followed by a O(nm) dynamic programming, where the first sequence is of 

length n with k structural motifs and the second sequence is of length m with h structural 

motifs; k << n and h << m.   

R-PASS is compared with two other structure-based alignment methods, LARA 

and ExpaLoc, and with a sequence-based alignment method, MAFFT across three 

benchmarks. R-PASS is the fastest method. The accuracy of R-PASS is comparable with 

LARA and better than MAFFT and ExpaLoc. The fast performance and comparable 

accuracy makes R-PASS especially suitable in processing large scale of sequences. The 

current assessment of R-PASS focuses on aligning a pair of sequences with known 

structure. This approach can be adapted to S-U and U-U alignment problems, such that 

additional pipeline steps introduce putative secondary structures predicted by RNA 

folding algorithms and/or determined by the consensus structure of the same RNA 

family.  
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RELATED WORK 

Background 

Sankoff’s algorithm is the seminal algorithm for U-U alignment problem[37]. 

Sankoff’s algorithm is a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm that simultaneously folds 

and aligns a set of pseudo knot-free RNAs.  It is an extremely expensive algorithm 

requiring, O(n
3k

) time and O(n
2k

) space complexity, where n is the maximal sequence 

length and k is the number of sequences to be aligned.  

Most structure-based alignment programs continue the tradition of the DP 

algorithm. Such algorithms easily integrate similarity matrices that weight substitutions 

between pairs of nucleotides and base pairs.  Alignments are modeled as optimizations 

that minimize or maximize the sum of those substitution scores.  A number of recent 

efforts, Foldalign[38-39], Dynalign[40], Stemloc[41], Cosan[42] and PMMULTI[43], 

seek to improve upon Sankoff algorithm, by pruning the search space and/or constraining 

accessible structures or using base pair probabilities thereby reducing the time 

complexity to O(n
4
) in the pairwise alignment case.   

Similarly, optimal S-U and S-S alignment can be solved by DP algorithms in 

O(n
4
) time and O(n

3
) memory[44], which is still not practical for long RNAs.  Eddy[45] 

limits the memory cost to O(n
2
logn) in S-U case using a divide and conquer strategy. In 

S-S scenario, Jiang[46] proposed using an edit distance to compare similarity between 

RNA structures.  MARNA[47] implements this model and  extends it to align multiple 

sequences.  RNAforest[48] models RNA secondary structures as trees and computes a  

tree alignment for ordered trees using algorithms given by[49].     

When the structure information of one or both sequences are already available, 

the alignment can be solved by DP algorithms in O(n
4
) time and O(n

3
) space[44], which 

is still not practical for long RNAs.  Jiang et al. [46] applied an edit distance function to 
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compare similarity between RNA structures.  MARNA[47] implemented this model and  

extended it to align multiple sequences.  RNAforest[48] modeled RNA secondary 

structures as trees and computes a tree alignment for ordered trees.     

Prior work with S-S alignment 

R-PASS assumes the structure information is already available for both 

sequences. We compare our program to the two most recent structure based alignment 

programs that target the S-S alignment problem, LARA[50] and ExpaLoc[51].  

LARA adopts a graph-based model. The nucleotides of the two input sequences 

are represented as vertices. Both the base pair associations and potential correspondence 

between nucleotides are represented as edges. A full integer linear program is derived 

from the graph and an approximation solution is found using Lagrangian relaxation. 

Evaluation of LARA on the BRALIBASE 2.1 benchmark [52] shows that LARA is more 

accurate than STRAL[53], MARNA[47] and MAFFT[18]. 

ExpaLoc is a combination of ExpaRNA[51] and LocARNA[54]. ExpaRNA is a 

recent developed program that detects the longest exact pattern match of two RNA 

structures by a DP algorithm.  The matching constraints are then fed into an algorithm 

derived from Sankoff’s method, LocARNA. The latter step fills in the unaligned space 

between the exact matching patterns. Though the anchor constraints speed up the latter 

program with little compromise in alignment accuracy, the computational cost is still 

high.  The ExpaLoc pipeline is also tested on BRALIBASE 2.1 using k2 dataset. 

Our program differs with LARA in that the correspondence between RNA 

structures is matched at the structure motif level instead of at the nucleotide level and an 

optimal alignment is found by a DP algorithm.  Unlike ExpaRNA which finds the exact 

pattern matches, our matching algorithm is more flexible, so more structure constraints 
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can be used during alignment construction. Also, the alignment building process in our 

program is still sequence-based, and thus has a much lower computation complexity than 

LocARNA. 

To evaluate to what extent additional structure information improves alignment 

quality, we also compare our program with a sequence-based alignment program 

MAFFT[25].  MAFFT is a multiple sequence alignment program based on Fast Fourier 

transformation. Its iterative refinement method using WSP and consistency score, L-INS-

I[55], is evaluated to be one of the most accurate sequence-based alignment programs 

that produce alignments of high quality with average pairwise sequence identity more 

than 55%[56].  

ALGORITHM 

Given two RNA sequences with known secondary structures, we parse the 

annotated base pairs into a set of structure motifs. The feature vectors of the structure 

motifs are computed and form the vertices of a bipartite graph.  The weight of an edge is 

based on the similarity of the feature vectors. A set of edges which represent the 

correspondence between structural motifs are obtained by a bipartite graph matching 

algorithm. These correspondences are then applied anchor points to construct an optimal 

sequence alignment using a DP algorithm.  

Inferring motifs from base pairing annotation 

The secondary structure of a RNA sequences consists of a set of nested base pairs. 

The majority of the nucleotides in a RNA structure form canonical base pairings in a 

regular helix region. The remaining unpaired nucleotides form loops, which can be 

further categorized to bulges, internal, hairpin and multi-stem loops.  Thus a RNA 

secondary structure can also be viewed as a set of RNA motifs, stem, bulge, internal loop, 
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hairpin loop and multi-stem loop (Figure 5.1). Stem is the continuous base-paired double 

strand region and can be separated into a 5’end half and a 3’ end half. A Bulge is a loop 

appearing only on one strand of a base-paired region and separates a stem into two 

sections. Internal loop is the unpaired region occurring on both strands of a base-paired 

region and separates a stem into two sections. Hairpin loop is the loop linking the 5’ end 

and 3’ end of a stem. Multi-stem loop is the intersection of three or more stems. It is 

separated by single strand sequence. Free end is the unpaired region at the 5’ or 3’ end of 

a structure. 

Given a RNA secondary structure annotated by its base pairings, we first segment 

it into four structure motif types: Stem, Bulge, Internal loop and Hairpin loop. Then we 

build two compound motifs from those basic motifs, Compound Stem and Hairpin. A 

Compound Stem, which can be considered as an extended stem, is the discontinuous 

double strand region merged by Stems, Bulges and Internal loops.  A Hairpin is formed 

by combining a Hairpin loop and its flanking Stem/Compound Stem. The Compound 

Stem, Stem, Hairpin, Multi-stem loop and Free end form a complete RNA structure. To 

reduce computation, we only consider Compound Stem, Stem and Hairpin motifs in the 

following matching step. Multi-stem loop and Free end motifs are spontaneously matched 

after matching of those three motifs. 
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Figure 5.1:  RNA structure motifs of 5S rRNA. The basic structure motifs are boxed and 

the compound structure motifs are bracketed. After motif merging, this 

structure can be represented as {Stem, Multi-stem loop, Hairpin, Multi-stem 

loop, Hairpin, Multi-stem loop, 3’ Free end}. This RNA secondary structure 

diagram is taken from the RNA 2D Map in CRW Site 

http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu/SAE/2A/RNA2DMap/version2/Main.php#. 

Vector model of motifs 

For each Stem/Hairpin structure motif we compute a feature vector which 

includes the start (ps) and end position (pe) of the motif and the number of nucleotides in 

it (l). Since a Stem/Compound Stem consist of two halves, the end position of the first 

half (pse) and the start position of the second half (pes) is also included in its feature 

vector. The feature vector of a Hairpin is the same as the feature vector of its stem 

component.  Therefore f{Stem, Compound Stem, Hairpin} =  (ps, pse, pes, pe, l). A RNA secondary 

structure S can thus be represented as S = {fti}, i ∊ (1, k), where k is the number of motifs 

in S and t ∊ {Stem, Compound Stem, Hairpin}. 

The similarity of two structure motifs is measured by how close their relative 

positions are in the corresponding global sequences and how similar their lengths are.  

http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu/SAE/2A/RNA2DMap/version2/Main.php
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The similarity is only computed between structure motifs of the same type, i.e. Hairpin 

with Hairpin and Stem with Stem or Compound Stem. We define the following heuristic 

similarity function composed of position similarity (pos) and length similarity (len), 

where sl is the global sequence length, and wl is the weight of length similarity. 
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In the above equation, the score for different type of the structural motif is always 

set as 0. For the comparison of the same type of structural motif, the score is the product 

of two components, the relative position similarity and the length similarity. The relative 

position difference for a single strand is defined as the minimum difference as measured 

by start and end position. For a Stem/Compound Stem structure, the relative position 

difference is first evaluated on each strand individually and then the maximum score 

between the two strands is used.  The weights can be applied to each component 

individually. Here only the weight on length difference (wl) is used for simplicity. The 

similarity score ranges between 0 and 1 inclusively.  

Structure motif matching algorithm 

The structure motifs from two RNA structures are matched by a bipartite graph 

matching (BGM). BGM is a powerful matching technique that can achieve global and 
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optimal matching results in polynomial time.  It has been applied in protein structure 

alignment[57] and protein structure comparison[58].  

We denote a bipartite graph G as G = (V = L ∪ R, E). V is a set of vertices 

which can be divided into two subsets, L and R. Each subset individually represents 

structure motifs from one sequence and contains their feature vectors as vertices, i.e. L = 

S1, R = S2. E is a set of weighted edges that link between vertices in L and vertices in R. 

The edge weight is the similarity score between two feature vectors defined in above.  A 

threshold for edge weight t is used in a preprocessing step of graph construction, so only 

edges with weight no less than t are used for matching.  The limitation t > 0 ensures that 

the matches are only between motifs of the same type; the higher the value of t, the fewer 

edges are included in the graph. There is no edge linking vertices from the same subset.  

Hence, E = {eLi,Rj  = d(fLi, fRj) ≥ t} , i ∊ (1, k),  j ∊ (1, h), where k is the number of 

motifs in S1 and h is the number of motifs in S2.   

Based on this bipartite graph, the correspondence of structure motifs are then 

found by a stable matching algorithm[59]. The pseudo code is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

The algorithm generates a set of matched structure motifs, more specifically the feature 

vectors of structure motifs, M = {fLi, fRi},   i ∊ (1, c), where c is the number of matches. 

The stable matching ensures that no two motifs are better matched together than with the 

motif with which they are currently matched.  The complexity of this algorithm is 

O(kh).  Any graph matching algorithm could be used as a substitute for the stable 

matching, such as a maximum weighted matching algorithm. The stable matching was 

chosen for its fast runtime. 
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1. set all v ∈ L and u ∈ R to be unmatched 

2. while ∃ v in L which is unmatched  

3. u = v's highest weighted vertex which is unmatched 

4. if u is null (no more possible matching for v)   

5.         continue; 

6. else if u is unmatched then     

7.       set (u, v) as matched 

8. else  (u', u)  is matched 

9.       if v prefers u to u' then 

10.            set (u, v) as matched 

11.            set u' as unmatched  

12.       endif 

13. endif 

14. end while 

Figure 5.2:  Pseudo code of the stable matching algorithm for RNA structure motif 

matching.  

Compute matching blocks 

The matching structure motifs are then converted to sequence blocks.  The 

boundaries of the matched motifs are obtained based on their feature vectors. For a 

Hairpin motif, its sequence is divided into three parts, 5’ end stem, Hairpin loop and 3’ 

end stem, and the Stem and Compound Stem motif are segmented into the 5’ end stem 

and 3’ end stem. Thus the matching segments from two sequences form a match block, of 

which the boundaries are determined by the start and end positions of the segments 

(Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.3:  Convert structure alignment to sequence alignment. Given two RNAs with 

S1 = S2 = {5’ Free end, Hairpin, 3’ Free end} shown on left, the Hairpin 

motifs (boxed with dotted line) from the two structures are matched in 

BGM. Sequence of the hairpin motif is then divided to three segments, 5’ 

stem, hairpin loop and 3’ stem.  The matching segments from two 

sequences form blocks 2, 3 and 4, correspondingly. The 5’ Free end and 3’ 

Free end then form block 1 and 5. An optimal path is built only through the 

blocks in the DP matrix and the grey-shadowed region is not considered.  

The above generated sequence block set may contain crossing blocks caused by 

mismatches in BGM. In cases where the structures are unknown and require prediction, 

overlapping blocks may also appear if the predicted structures contain a set of 

overlapping candidate motifs. To solve this problem, the Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm is applied[60]. We construct a graph where the vertices are the blocks and two 

pseudo blocks representing the start and the end of the sequences. The edge weight is the 

distance between two blocks. It is set to be 0 for crossing blocks and the total number of 

position gaps between the blocks on both sequences for non-crossing blocks. Only edges 

with positive weight are added to the graph. A shortest path is then computed between the 

start block and the end block. The matching blocks on the path are used in the next step.  
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Constraint sequence alignment  

For sequence A = {ai} and B = {bj}, i ∊ (1, n), j ∊ (1, m), where n is the length of 

sequence A and m is the length of sequence B, a constraint alignment is then computed 

(Figure 1). We build a global alignment through unmatched region and match blocks 

using an affine gap penalty model[61]. Given a matrix H, where H(i, j) is the best 

alignment score of (a1,…, ai, b1,…, bj) with ai aligned to a gap; a matrix V, where V(i, j) 

is the best alignment score up to ai and bj with bj aligned to a gap, and a DP matrix D, 

where D(i, j) is the best alignment score up to ai and bj, the recurrence relation for the 

constrained DP is then calculated as: 
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In the above equations, o is the gap open penalty, e is the gap extension penalty 

and S(ai, bj) is the substitution score between nucleotides ai and bj. The complexity of the 

alignment step is O(nm). 

RESULTS 

The program generated pairwise alignment is evaluated by comparison to a gold 

standard reference alignment at the nucleotide level. A pairwise alignment A can be 

denoted as a set of nucleotide correspondence arranged in sequential order, so A = {ai, 

bi}, i ∊ (1, n), where n is the smaller length of the two sequences, and ai and bi are the 

matched nucleotides from two sequences. Let the reference alignment be A and the 
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testing alignment be A’= {a’i, b’i}, we define a correct correspondence as ai = a’i and bi = 

b’i . The “=” here means that nucleotides have the same nucleotide index in the sequence. 

The alignment accuracy is then the percentage of correct correspondence over the number 

of all correspondence in the reference alignment A.   

Testing data 

We created the pairwise sequence alignment testing data with structure 

information from three benchmarks, Bralibase 2.1[52], Rfam 10.1[62] and CRW 

Site[36]. Bralibase and Rfam are popular alignment benchmarks used by many program 

evaluations and provide consensus secondary structures for abundant ncRNA families. 

The CRW Site well known for its high quality alignments provides individual RNA 

secondary structure information in various formats which serve our purpose well.  

We took three RNA families from Rfam: U2 spliceosomal RNA (RF00004),  

nuclear RNase P (RF00009) and Bacterial RNase P class A (RF00010); four RNA 

families from Bralibase data-set 1 and data-set 2:  g2intron (Group II intron), U5 

spliceosomal RNA, tRNA and 5S rRNA and two RNA families from CRW Site: 5S 

rRNA and 16S rRNA.  

hBesides the data-set2 from Bralibase which consists of pairwise sequence 

alignments, all the other tests are created by breaking the multiple sequence alignments 

into pairwise sequence alignments. The secondary structure of each sequence is either 

inferred from consensus structure provided in the original dataset or directly retrieved 

from the CRW Site. The pseudoknots are excluded from the structures.  
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Table 5.1:   The test data profile and the alignment accuracy of evaluated programs on small RNA test sets. PID is 

percentage sequence identity. The average alignment accuracy and the standard deviation of each program on all subsets are 

listed. 

 

Source data-set subset NO. avg. 

length 

avg. 

PID 

min 

PID 

max 

PID 

R-PASS LARA ExpaLoc MAFFT-L-

INS-I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bralibase 

data-set 1 

 

g2intron 

20 57 90 34.85 22.41 39.51 
81.27±8.70 

81.07±11.77 61.59±10.92 69.33±14.10 

40 180 87 48.28 40.00 59.49 
87.57±8.55 

87.38±8.30 71.55±10.10 76.93±12.36 

60 140 77 70.20 60.00 79.76 
95.60±4.82 

95.92±4.87 88.98±6.93 94.28±5.17 

80 115 79 90.47 80.00 98.68 
98.39±2.09 

98.29±2.17 96.84±3.77 97.04±3.75 

 

U5 

20 2 117 37.01 34.96 39.06 80.73±0.25 81.63±2.83 52.21±12.30 66.99±3.46 

40 77 118 47.35 40.48 58.87 85.64±8.05 92.82±7.26 60.75±7.93 69.42±12.22 

60 214 119 71.99 60.16 79.84 94.92±3.01 94.80±3.47 83.97±8.36 90.54±5.60 

80 224 118 88.32 80.00 98.37 98.28±1.98 98.26±2.10 96.02±4.66 97.44±2.94 

 

5S rRNA 

40 24 118 51.78 45.45 58.82 
94.67±3.37 

97.92±1.41 73.55±8.31 83.18±11.05 

60 70 118 68.40 60.50 79.83 
99.87±0.47 

99.93±0.24 85.78±7.11 99.36±0.98 

80 134 117 91.04 80.67 99.16 
99.94±0.22 

99.99±0.15 96.96±5.30 99.86±0.33 

 

tRNA 

20 115 74 33.00 22.73 39.77 
95.09±2.97 

95.59±2.93 51.41±11.38 55.19±20.38 

40 127 74 48.62 40.22 59.46 
97.52±2.40 

97.67±2.11 66.75±9.39 88.29±15.48 

60 338 73 70.21 60.27 79.73 
99.18±1.74 

99.02±1.71 85.24±8.14 98.54±2.78 

80 329 71 88.36 80.82 98.63 
98.61±2.82 

98.50±2.91 96.69±5.68 98.39±3.04 

 

 

Bralibase 

data-set 2 

 

 

tRNA 

0 14 70 15.82 9.46 19.44 94.57±5.72 93.76±4.41 27.38±6.84 23.47±9.57 

20 28 72 32.20 22.97 39.73 97.41± 2.25 97.03±2.11 41.81±10.83 48.33±19.31 

40 41 77 49.83 40.00 59.74 97.71±2.15 97.42±2.12 72.93±12.57 86.41±14.92 

60 23 80 68.43 60.00 79.12 97.34±2.59 97.64±2.60 86.67±8.20 97.23±2.45 

80 11 81 84.62 80.43 87.91 97.46±2.93 97.81±2.97 96.97±3.37 97.66±3.02 

 

 

CRW 

Site 

 

 

5S rRNA 

20 150 114 36.22 27.41 40.00 
75.15±6.21 

78.91±9.44 55.12±9.50 62.79±15.48 

40 150 119 46.71 40.16 60.00 
80.80±7.68 

84.33±9.03 65.58±10.05 76.03±11.90 

60 150 117 66.53 60.15 80.00 
96.18±3.61 

98.09±3.16 85.47±7.70 96.40±3.54 

80 150 117 89.74 80.17 100.0 
97.98±1.56 

98.81±1.21 97.70±2.10 98.10±2.19 
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A single test contains two RNA sequences with their corresponded RNA 

secondary structures annotated in dot bracket format[63]. Based on RNA sequence 

length, the datasets are grouped into small (< 200nt), middle (200-1000nt) and large (> 

1000nt) RNA (Table 5.3). Tests in each RNA family are further divided into at least three 

subsets: 40, 60 and 80 by sequence identity. For example, subset 40 indicates the 

pairwise sequence identity of each test is between 40 and 60. The profile of each test set 

and the performance of the programs are summarized in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 
Source data-set subse

t 

NO. avg. 

length 

avg. 

PID 

min 

PID 

max 

PID 

R-PASS LARA MAFFT-

L-INS-I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rfam 

 

 

U2 

 (RF00004) 

40 300 200 46.87 40 49.75 86.87±5.29 89.97±3.78 59.92±8.98 

50 300 210 56.22 50 59.9 91.23±3.25 94.13±3.64 82.36±7.89 

60 300 200 61.81 60 69.71 91.22±2.87 94.89±3.24 85.81±6.11 

70 252 198 74.73 70.05 79.79 96.15±3.16 95.77±3.17 94.35±3.71 

80 157 194 84.61 80 89.69 97.03±2.37 97.30±2.61 96.65±2.69 

90 86 195 93.96 90 100 99.35±1.23 99.38±1.25 99.34±1.25 

 

 

 

RNaseP_ 

Nuc 

(RF00009) 

20 67 336 24.34 20.42 29.93 63.60±8.81 60.99±8.26 36.24±7.45 

30 95 340 33.61 30.33 39.89 69.69±3.54 71.76±5.05 58.36±7.36 

40 12 329 46.51 41.62 49.85 75.93±2.73 79.75±4.17 69.41±4.59 

50 105 325 53.85 50.29 59.82 81.14±3.93 85.63±5.74 79.13±7.22 

60 46 341 65.63 60.05 69.73 84.77±4.01 86.15±4.07 83.86±3.84 

70 34 336 75.21 70.15 79.76 87.88±4.95 88.76±5.62 87.45±5.00 

80 50 331 83.12 80.06 89.67 92.49±2.46 93.21±2.45 92.66±2.59 

90 7 341 91.97 90.53 94.28 98.82±0.85 99.07±1.00 98.94±0.72 

 

RNaseP_ 

bact_a 

(RF00010) 

30 8 416 37.13 30.05 39.96 79.88±11.79 64.26±20.42 70.79±24.8 

40 300 410 46.97 40.08 49.9 89.01±3.45 89.43±12.18 83.68±4.28 

50 300 398 53.73 50 59.9 91.26±3.10 94.39±3.34 86.26±3.97 

60 300 399 63.56 60 69.85 91.87±2.77 94.67±2.96 89.30±3.42 

70 161 381 73.38 70 79.52 95.36±2.91 96.63±2.64 94.23±2.65 

80 13 397 82.67 80.37 86.28 96.62±2.01 96.98±2.14 95.79±2.34 

 

CRW   

Site 

 

16S rRNA 
20 146 1434 36.91 21.72 39.99 83.79±3.99 85.13±4.26 81.15±3.43 

40 300 1475 54.29 40.06 59.94 91.26±4.15 94.81±2.85 90.69±2.93 

60 300 1496 72.65 60.01 79.75 96.58±1.31 97.93±1.05 95.76±1.91 

80 300 1464 84.06 80 91.19 97.43±5.80 98.79±0.72 97.99±0.95 

Table 5.2:   The test data profile and the alignment accuracy of evaluated programs on 

middle and large RNA test sets. PID is percentage sequence identity. The 

average alignment accuracy and the standard deviation of each program on 

all subsets are listed. 
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Comparison with other programs 

We implemented the algorithm to match structure motifs and align pairwise 

sequences with constraints. For sequence alignment, we use the RIBOSUM scoring 

matrix [64] with gap open penalty of -8 and gap extension penalty of -1. R-PASS is 

written in Java. LARA, ExpaLoc and MAFFT are implemented in C. ExpaLoc is tested 

on the small RNA datasets, while the other three programs are tested on all datasets. Each 

test contains two sequences as input. Except for MAFFT-L-INS-I which only uses the 

sequence information, the structure annotation is provided to all the other three programs. 

For ExpaLoc, ExpaRNA is first executed and the output constraints are then piped into 

LocARNA to obtain complete alignments. All programs are executed with default setting 

in a desktop with 3.16G Hz Intel processor.  

Alignment accuracy 

Using the scoring method described above, we evaluated the alignment quality 

generated by all four programs with the corresponding reference alignments. As shown in 

Figure 5.4 and 5.5, all four programs can achieve > 90% accuracy in small and large 

RNA datasets with pairwise sequence identity above 60% and in middle RNA datasets 

with pairwise sequence identity above 80%. 
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Figure 5.4:   Accuracy comparisons on two small RNA datasets from Bralibase. 

In this zone, using structure information does not improve alignment quality 

significantly. The additional structure information has a remarkable effect in the twilight 

zone, where the sequence identity is below 60%. While MAFFT performance drops 

sharply with decrease of sequence identity, R-PASS and LARA can maintain high 

alignment quality (Figure 5.4 and 5.5).  
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Figure 5.5:   Accuracy comparisons on middle and large RNA datasets. 

ExpaLoc does not show superiority over MAFFT in the twilight zone in the small 

RNA datasets. One possible explanation is that as the sequence identity drops, the 

number of exact pattern matches, i.e., the number of structure constraints also decreases, 

thus the degree of freedom expands as LocARNA aligns the sequences, causing potential 

alignment errors.  

In the twilight zone, R-PASS is comparable with LARA in terms of alignment 

quality. R-PASS outperforms all other programs in two small RNA datasets g2intron and 

tRNA from Bralibase (Figure 5.4) and two RNase P datasets from Rfam (Figure 5.5).   

In the other datasets except U5, the largest difference between R-PASS and LARA is less 

than 3%.  

Running time 

The total running time of each program on datasets of the same sized RNA group 

is used. ExpaLoc costs the most CPU time in the small RNA datasets (data not shown 

here) 
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Program small middle Large 

R-PASS 17.8 17.6 27 

LARA 178.24 (10) 1701 (97) 30000 (1111) 

MAFFT-L-NS-I 491.34 (27) 573 (33) 108 (4) 

# tests 2806 2893 1046 

Avg. length 96 314 1467 

Table 5.3:   Program running time in small, middle and large RNA datasets in seconds. 

The number of times that R-PASS is faster than the program is indicated in 

the brackets.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.6:  Program running time versus sequence length. The log10 of each program’ 

running time (in millisecond) per one pairwise alignment is taken as the y-

axis. The x-axis is the average sequence length in small, middle and large 

datasets. 

As shown in Table 5.3, R-PASS is the fastest among all programs. The advantage 

over LARA is more obvious as the length of the RNA increases (Figure 5.6). R-PASS is 

10 times faster than LARA and 27 times faster than MAFFT in small RNA datasets; and 
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is 97 times faster than LARA and 33 times faster than MAFFT for middle RNA datasets. 

It is 4 times faster than the sequence-based alignment program MAFFT and above 1,100 

times faster than LARA in large RNA datasets while maintaining comparable alignment 

quality (Figure 5.6). Therefore, R-PASS is more suitable for large-scale RNA sequences. 

R-PASS structure motif matching with LARA subroutine 

In R-PASS, individual sequence blocks generated after structure motif match can 

be fed into any alignment algorithm to produce a global alignment. Since LARA finds the 

structure motif correspondence at the base pair level, it performs better than R-PASS in 

some datasets in the twilight zone. Thus integrating LARA to align the stem regions may 

improve R-PASS performance in those datasets. We compute the structure match blocks 

by R-PASS and use LARA to align the blocks generated from stem motifs and Gotoh 

algorithm to align the blocks of loop and free end motifs. Each local alignment is then 

linked in sequential order to form a global alignment. 

We tested the integrated R-PASS and LARA in the small RNA datasets. This 

approach performs better than R-PASS and is comparable with LARA. In some cases, 

e.g. U5 (Figure 5.7), the integrated approach improves the alignment accuracy upon 

LARA. 

 

Figure 5.7:  Accuracy comparison on small RNA dataset U5 from Bralibase. 
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have developed a new workflow for pairwise alignment of RNA sequences 

with known structure information, named R-PASS. We utilize the RNA structure motif 

correspondence found in a bipartite graph framework to constrain the sequence alignment 

problem and perform the final alignment. The complexity of our algorithm is O(nm), yet 

it can achieve alignment quality comparable with the state of arts programs , especially in 

the twilight zone.  The fast speed of our method makes it well suited for high-

throughput RNA analysis. 

We are currently working on various improvements to the R-PASS framework 

described in this paper. Our current implementation uses a coarse-grained model to 

represent a RNA structure with Stem, Compound Stem and Hairpin. While this motif set 

can roughly constrain the sequence alignment, we can further refine the alignment by 

matching the basic motifs in a Compound Stem or a Hairpin motif.  More constraints 

will be set and the alignment quality can be improved. Improvements can also be 

extended to the nucleotide level where all the base pairings in each sequence could be 

used as constraints.   

The similarity function between structural motifs used in this paper is established 

based on practical experience and the values are determined based on preliminary 

experiments. The similarity function can be further enhanced by including additional 

information such as base pair similarity and nucleotide similarity. This additional 

information can improve the sensitivity and the selectivity of the matching algorithm. In 

addition, the weight for each component can be determined computationally based on the 

selected training set. We are currently organizing such a training set from CRW Site and 

applying machine learning techniques to estimate those parameters.  
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The results show that incorporating structure information can significantly 

improve alignment accuracy upon sequence-based alignment methods, especially for less 

conserved sequences. While our current algorithm focuses on aligning known structures, 

it can be easily adapted to align unknown structures by structure prediction using RNA 

folding algorithms or generating all potential structure motifs and find correct matches by 

an advanced similarity function.  This type of extension will require additional 

computational cost for the structure prediction component and the accuracy of the final 

alignment will also be affected by the structure prediction accuracy. To address these 

issues, we are implementing an iterative approach where only a small subset of most 

reliable structure or sequence blocks are aligned at each iteration. We believe the 

alignment generated during each iteration can reduce the uncertainly on structure 

prediction and improve the overall accuracy.  

The fast performance of our alignment program also makes it promising to 

compute a multiple sequence alignment over a large set of sequences. In this paper, we 

focused on pairwise alignment. The result can be extended to produce multiple sequence 

alignment results. This can be implemented to merge all pairwise alignments together 

through a guided tree. The extension can also be implemented as a progressive alignment 

problem where the multiple sequence alignment can be built by adding additional 

sequences into a seed pairwise alignment. Finally, this method can target template-based 

alignment problems, where new sequences are added into an existing multiple sequences 

alignment by matching the new sequence with the consensus sequence of the alignment.     
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